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Abstract 

The reading aid is a hardware component with the necessary software 

installed to read printed materials aloud as a human reader would. 

Reading any printed material—books, documents, or anything else—is 

impossible for people with visual problems. Digitizing the reading 

materials, extracting the text from the image, and creating audio files from 

them will quickly solve this problem. This will allow people to 

understand the text on the paper merely by hearing the audio files created 

from the text. For those who speak Bengali and are visually impaired, a 

device has been implemented. The optical character identification (Oci) 

engine utilised for text detection is called tesser-act-oci. The Python-gtts 

module, a text-to-speech engine, is used to convert the words extracted by 

tesser-act-oci into sound.The entire operation is carried out using a small 

raspberry pi computer. Words to sound conversion and character 

detection accuracy from a captured image are both up to 85%. It should 

be remembered that the proportion of the right words to all the other 

words in a picture determines correctness. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are many Bengali speakingpeople in Indiawho have vision issues have a difficult time 

reading printed materials and books in their own language. They find it very difficult to learn using 

a traditional technique like Braille. Blind or visually impaired persons use the tactile writing system 

called braille. Embossed paper is typically used to write in Braille. Braille is an analogue learning 

system that takes time to master and is not a simple way to read. By the way, not all writing is done 

in the Baille style, and in this day and age, practically all documents are printed.They would find it 

simpler to read printed materials and any kind of printed Bangla books thanks to this device. The 

device takes a photo of the printed paperwork. The characters, words, and phrases in the image are 

extracted using the optical character identification (oci) engine, and the output is structured as text 

files. The text file is converted into a sound file using a ―texttospeech‖ (tts) converter engine. Sound 

is played using the open source omx player, a linux-based sound player. The entire procedure is 

being implemented on a raspberry Pi model B, which provides outstanding computing power in a 
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tiny form size. oci and sound file conversion are the two major components needed to finish this 

task. Text can be extracted from images using a process called optical character identification (oci). 

Making editable documents from picture files in the form of text files is the primary function of an 

oci. 

 There has been a significant amount of work put towards Bengali oci. Some people have created 

their own algorithms, while others have done so based on oci that already exists. [1] Displays a 

comprehensive printed Bangla oci system. [2] Displays character segmentation. Bangla has a very 

intricate pattern for word creation. Along with vowels and consonants, it also has compound words 

[3] that are constructed with two or more distinct characters. In Bengali, the word "Mattra" is 

formed by a group of letters arranged along a horizontal line. These images [4] show how to 

identify the Matra region and recognise overlapping letters in printed Bengali scripts. Tesseract is a 

free, open-source optical character identification system for printed Bangla manuscripts [5]. There 

have been several ocis proposed, but none of them are as effective as tesseract. To carry out oci for 

this project, the tesseract-oci engine was used. tesseract is a Google-maintained and developed open 

source software. Each unique language requires character training data for identification purposes. 

tesseract has improved Bengali language pre-teaching data. A computer-based system called text to 

speech (tts) can turn text that can be read by computers into speech. The two fundamental 

procedures that go into creating a sound are ―digitalsignalprocessing (dsp) and 

naturallanguageprocessing (nlp)‖. For the creation of banglatts, a decent lot of effort has been done 

from several perspectives. Text standardization and diaphone preparation for Bangla TTS are 

presented in [6]. Epoch Synchronous Non Overlap Add (Esnola) for voice generation is described 

in detail in [7] and will be used to create a Bengali speech synthesiser for mobile devices. Using 

free source Festival, a Bangla tts system was created in [8]. In A Model for Bangla ―text to speech‖ 

Processing [9], a new structure for Bangla tts is presented. All of these initiatives were theoretically 

suggested, but none of them have been put into practice as an open source package that are used 

here for a natural voice. espeakng is a portable open source speech synthesizer that runs on Linux, 

Windows, and other operating systems. Espeak has excellent voice quality for English, however 

Bengali has poor voice quality and improper pronunciation. Thanks to a text-to-speech API with a 

Python interface called gtts, Bengali has excellent sound quality. Gtts is managed over a secure 

internet connection and a command line interface. Although gtts is an online service, it operates 

quickly and without a hitch. 

II. SYSTEMOVERVIEW 

This device is created using a raspberry pi model that includes a pi camera. The main difficulties in 

applying this technique are word sound and letter retrieval from an image. The process begins by 

taking a picture of the printed paper. Since the raw material for processing is the image, a clear and 

full-page capture is crucial. In order to improve the image quality, some preprocessing techniques 

are used. Tesser-act is used to identify Bengali words. Tsser-act engine receives the processed 

image. Tesser-act is an oci engine that scans input photos and identifies the letters and characters 

contained therein.Text files are the product of tesser-act. The same words that form sentences on the 

image are included in this text file. The Python gtts module converts text files into audio by using 

the Google Text to Speech CoversionApi. An mp3 audio file is stored in the specified directory. A 

sound player is need to listen to the sound file.. 
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Fig. 1: Flow of the proposed procedure 

 

III. PROCEDURES 

This gadget requires multiple techniques to be implemented. The techniques include: 

 Developing hardware 

 Capturing and processing images 

 Performing tesser-act 

 Producing sound files 

 Playing sound 

A. Developing Hardware 

The entire process is carried out on a raspberry-pi model. A Linux-based operating system named 

raspbian is being installed. For the purpose of taking a picture of the printed sheets, a ―pi‖ camera is 

linked to the raspberry-pi. A decent charger with a high current rating of 1A powers the raspberry- 

pi. A powerful speaker is connected to the raspberry pi's sound port to play sound. An on/off switch 

is attached to the general purpose input/output (gpio) pins to turn the device on and off. 

B. Capturing andprocessing images 

The camera on the Raspberry Pi that is attached to the Usb port takes a picture of the printed 

document. Remember that the tesseract's output and sound quality are both influenced by the 

calibre of the photographed scene. A complete, crisp image without any noise produces better 

results. However, a captured image won't always be crisp and complete. Before sending the image 

to Tesseract for oci, certain image processing techniques are used to improve it. These processing 

procedures were used to prepare the image: 
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• Deskewing 

• Despecking 

• eliminating lines 

• Refining Pictures 

• Edge identification 

C. Performing tesser-act 

The identification of Bangla characters will be the project's main implementation problem. Tesser-

act-oci performs this. To obtain an editable text file, tesser-act receives the processed image from 

the previous step. Tesseract is a open-source visual character recognition engine. The instructions 

from the github source link [10] are used to install it on the Raspberry Pi. In order for the oci 

Engine to process Bengali inputs, it needs a pretrained data file. Nearly all language-trained data 

files for character identification are available in Tesseract.The file is called "ben.traineddata" for 

Bengali and is located in the tess-data directory. This file was created by concatenating a number of 

different files. When the trained data file is put in a certain spot, Tesseract accurately recognises 

characters and creates text files. Tesseract's engine operates at a level of accuracy that is typical. For 

precise matching, this engine may operate extremely well on its library. The source file or test 

dataset has been carefully incorporated into our system. It is crucial to note that every character in 

our system must be individually identified so that the oci can recognise it if it appears in the input 

file. For your convenience, here is a quick explanation of how tesser-act functions [11]: 

• Blueprints are examined and kept. 

• gathered as Particles of contour data 

• Text lines are ordered with particles. 

• Words are separated from lines 

• The identification process's initial pass tries to identify each word individually. 

• Positive feedback given to the adaptive trainer 

• Adaptive trainer uses lessons acquired in a second effort to recognize words that were not 

correctly identified in the initial attempt. 

• Text has been verified for small caps and ambiguous spaces fixed. 

• Texts produced digitally. 

These procedures involve the use of tesser-act: 

• Methods for identifying text lines on a page that is slanted 

• Algorithms for identifying proportional and non proportional words. 

• Methods for disentangling strings of related characters and spotting characters that are broken 

• Finding the probably word from a group of characters using linguistic analysis 

• Letter classifiers come in two varieties: static classifiers and adaptive classifiers, the latter of which is 

better at distinguishing between uppercase and lowercase letters since it learns from test examples. 

D. Text toSpeech 

The reading of the documents is the project's primary goal. Therefore, a text file obtained from 

Tesseract must be converted to sound. gtts handles thatTo create an MP3 file, the Google Text to 

Speech API's Python interface, gtts, or the command-line utility gtts-cli, are used. By tokenizing 

lengthy sentences at natural pause points, it enables speech to be uttered indefinitely long. Using 
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gtts, sound conversion happens quite quickly. Using the correct instructions from the github page, 

gtts is installed [12]. 

E. Soundplaying 

The sound file found by gtts is played using the free source sound player omx-player. The 

Raspberry Pi's omx-player is a sound player that runs from the command line It was developed to 

test the Xbms Raspberry PI implementation, but when used on its own, it proves to be quite helpful. 

Omx-player utilizes the Open-max (omx) special hardware interface (API), the media API for 

which the raspberry pi is officially supported [13]. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The development of an oci engine requires extensive large-data training and the use of sophisticated 

detection methods. Therefore, it is preferable to use the most efficient engines, To identify 

characters and convert text to sound, use gTTS and tesseract-oci. A speaker acting as the raspberry-

pi's audio output is linked to the audio port, and a webcam is connected to the Usb connection. 

Small raspberry-pi based appliances are used to deploy this technology. The operation is initiated 

by connecting a switch. Using the command line interface is highly advantageous given that the 

operating system is based on Linux. The commands for the text-to-speech and oci engines are run 

on a linux terminal.  

The Google Word to Voice API is utilised by the Word to Audio Engine Python module. 

Consequently, a reliable internet connection is needed. The WiFi connectivity of the Raspberry Pi 3 

model B resolves that. Raspbian's network configuration file is set up for a particular hotspot 

provided by an Android phone. An automated startup script is built to begin the entire operation. 

The startup script runs automatically after the Pi is powered on and the start button is depressed. 

Start script is a series of successively executed linux command-line commands. The commands in 

the start script carry out the subsequent actions in order: Check an Android phone's network 

connectivity, snap a picture, run oci, turn a word document into an audio file, and broadcast the 

audio file. Following reading the first page of a hard copy, the script repeats the same procedure. 

The book will continue as long as the audience wishes to read it in a loop. Simply touching the 

switch will turn the device off if you want to stop reading. 

 

Fig. 2: Gadget made with a raspberry-pi 
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V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The effectiveness of the device's character identification and text-to-sound translation functions 

determines the results. The clarity and resolution of the image affect the device's performance 

accuracy. Therefore, increased camera quality, picture capture capability, and image resolution are 

all necessary for greater accuracy. Several printed paper scripts in Bengali are used to test the 

device. A text file is produced by the tesser-act engine. The number of right words extracted from 

that text file's output is used to calculate the character identification system's accuracy. Words that 

don't match the original printed texts are regarded as being incorrect. Three printed bangla scripts 

are used in the device's accuracy testing. The text file in Fig. (3-5) contains the tesser-acted output 

of the written Bengali language characters. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: First picture and tesser-acted output 

 

Fig. 4: Second picture and tesser-acted output 

 

Fig. 5: Third picture and tesser-acted output 

 

Correct words are manually counted from the text file. The table below shows the number of words 

from the three figures above: 
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TABLE I: Words count from each image 

 

Page 

No 

Total 

words 

Correct 

words 

Accuracy in 

percentage 

01 38 37 97.3% 

02 48 44 91.6% 

03 27 22 81.4% 

 

Accuracy measures the proportion of correctly spelled words to all the words in the table. 

 

 
6: display of correct and incorrect words using graphics 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This gadget for visually impaired bengali speakers has been effectively implemented. Although it 

was specifically designed for those with vision impairments, this device has other uses as well. It is 

running without a hitch, and accuracy is excellent. There is a slight increase in total execution time, 

but it does not exceed two minutes. It is as a result of the Raspberry pi's processing power. It is 

reasonable to assume that as the raspberry-pi's processor develops, the processing time will soon 

decrease. The versatility of this device can be increased by creating an offline text to speech engine 
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